ROKKER® XXR
6.71” Lower Fairing Speaker Kit for 2014-2020 Harley® Ultra/Ltd/CVO w/Water Cooled Reservoir

#HLRKW-6712TW-XXR

Installation and Operation Instructions
Product Description

J&M’s custom lower-fairing speaker/housing kit has been design for the 2014-2020 Harley Ultra, Ultra Ltd or CVO, with the liquid cooled lower fairing mounted reservoir.

The included 6.71" ROKKER speakers are spec’d at 2 ohms impedance and 350 watts maximum input (200w RMS - 91db sensitivity), they provide the ultimate in raw audio power and include the new custom grills with built-in high-output tweeters.

Featuring a lightweight waterproof one-piece woven-fiber driver cone with super-rigid metal basket design.

High-density lite-weight Neodymium magnet structure, specially coated to maintain flux-strength integrity even at extreme operating temperatures.

High efficiency VENTED voice-coil for improved cooling when operating at high volume levels for extended periods.

Custom speaker grills with high-output tweeters for crystal clear sound at highway speeds.

These are THE most powerful speakers you can buy for your Harley and they will perform extremely well when used with a medium to high-powered accessory amplifier.

These high-impact quality molded speaker housing inserts are textured in a matt finish and can be painted to match the color of your Bagger.

Installation Instructions

1. Remove both ROKKER speakers and grills from the housings using a #2 phillips (Figure A and B)

2. Pop out both left and right-side lower fairing inserts from the stock Ultra lower fairings.

3. Remove the 7/16” nut from the inside of each lower housing and then remove the front lower fairing caps on each side.

4. Remove the 3 #T25 Torx screws from the front of each side lower housing, and then remove the inside pod housings from the lower fairing painted shells.

5. Remove the vent knobs from each side of the existing lower housings and reinstall the knobs on each side of the new housings.

6. Drill a 7/16” hole on each lower fairing shell where indicated to allow the wiring harness access to each speaker as you reassemble. (Figure B)
7. Install the new left and right-side housings using the provided panhead Philipps screws in place of the Torx screws that were removed.

8. Reinstall each side lower fairing front cap using the previously removed 7/16” nuts.

9. Plug wire spades into each speaker and install them back into the new lower housings, using the long black Philipps pan head screws, making sure that the grill mounted tweeter is facing outward on each side, and the ROKKER logo is not upside down. (Figure C)

10. Route the wires from each lower speaker up into the fairing and connect to the audio system.

11. Test each speaker for proper operation before reassembling the fairing.

Thank you for the confidence you have shown by purchasing one of J&M’s innovative products. If you have any questions during the installation, or require further assistance, you may call us at 1-800-358-0881 from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Mountain Standard Time, Monday through Friday.

Tucson, Arizona U.S.A.
Tel  (800) 358-0881
Website: http://www.jmcorp.com
E-mail:  audio@jmcorp.com
WARRANTY REGISTRATION FORM

Please fill out this card completely and mail it immediately after purchase. Please be sure that your zip code and serial number (if applicable) are legible. This will help us to serve you better.

(PLEASE PRINT)

Name ____________________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________________

City __________________ State ___________ Zip _________________________________

Motorcycle ☑ Other ☐

E-mail __________________________________________________________________________

Make ___________________________ Model ___________________________ Year ___________

Product part number __________________________________________________________________

Serial number (if applicable) __________________________________________________________________

Date of purchase _______________________________________________________________________

Name of dealer it was purchased from __________________________________________________________________

Mail to:
J&M Corporation
1415 S. Cherry Avenue
Tucson, AZ 85713
U.S.A.